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Abstract: SPICE parameters needed for simulation of CMOS readout circuits used1n infiaredlmage sensors cooled

at low temperature are extracted using a specific MOSFET model based on the EKV 2.6 compact clJarge model It is

used below 200 K and is very well adapted to analog simulation m weak and modemte Inversion regimes it was

successively applied on different CMOS processes from different foundries. The model's performance is

demonstrated m this work for a 0.35 pm bT~ single gate process Expmlrnental resuIt5 on the evolutJoJ~ of the low

&equeJ~cy noise and the transistor matching parameters between 300 K and 77 K are also presented Contrary to the

NMOS transistors, the threshold voltage differences of buried channel PMOS transistors are less sca~tered as the

temperature is lowered The same trend with temperature is observed on the flicker noise parameter

1.INTRODUCTION

SPICE parameters are needed for simulation and design of CMOS readout circuits used in infrared focal

plane arrays (IRFPA) working at low (77 K) or at intermediate temperature (130 K, 200 K). As CMOS

foundries do not provide them, fiJll sets of MOSFET parameters (DC, AC, I/f noise and matching
parameters) must be extracted prior to circuit simulation using a MOSFET model placing special
emphasis on the weak and moderate inversion regimes where most of the transistors of the IRCMOS

readout circuits are operating. In this paper we use a specific model based on the EKV 2.6 compact charge
model formalism [I] and developed in collaboration with the EPFL modeling group [2]. It was

successively applied on different stabilized CMOS bulk processes such as 0.7pm-5V [3], 0.5

and 0.35 pm-3.3V, with and without dual polysilicon gates, from different foundnes. The model's

performance is demonstrated in this paper for a 0.35 pm N~ gate technology. Experimental results on the

evolution of the low %equency noise and transistor matching parameters down to 77 K for both NMOS

and PMOS transistors are also presented.

2. THE LOW TEMPERATURE VERSION OF THE EKV 2.6 MODEL

The standard EKV 2.6 model ii %om EPFL, as well as for most MOSFET models including BSIM3v3 of

University of Califomia, Berkeley, is valid at or near room temperature. As soon as the temperature is

lower than 200K, the EKV2.6 model is unable to reproduce accurately the experimental electrical

characteristics. A modified model has then to be used due to physical phenomena specific to low

temperahtre.
In particular this model incorporates a new charge-based mobility model for low temperature

applicatton including Coulomb, phonon and surface roughness scattering mechanisms as well as velocity

saturation. The mobility law for the effective vertical field is given by:
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where ECO, EPH, ESR, ~xi and PO are adjustable parameters, and Ecn the vertical electrical field in the

inversion layer which is a li~nction of the inversion charge Qt and of the bulk charge Qbi
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with q =
1/2 for NMOS and 1/3 for PMOS.

The effective mobility of the whole channel is obtained vta integration of the above local mobility law

along the channel. Therefore, the vertical field dependent effective mobility becomes itself dependent on

the field along the channel. The effect of velocity satwation on mobility is also introduced m a similar

manner. No additional parameters for bias dependence with substrate or drain effects need to be

introduced in the mobility model.

The implementation of this charge-based mobility model is a major improvement as it allows to

reproduce very accurately the drain current as seen in Fig, I and Fig. 2. The fining of the gate

transconductance Gm, which is the most difficult test for the mobility model in the ohmic mode, is also

presented.
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Figure 2 Measured (-) acid s33nulated ( ) AMOS dmln current and gate tlansconductaolce at 77 K

The measured and simulated drain current and conductance Gds in weak to moderate inversion are

ploned in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The conductance is presented in logarithmic axes in order to show the

continuous transition between ohmic and saturation modes and the satisl§ing agreement between

simulation and measurement even for extremely small output conductances.
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Figwe 3 Measured (-) and simulated NMOS drain current and coJ~ductmce 1n weak to moclerate inversion at 77 K
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Figure 4. Measured (-) and simulated (.. AMOS dram current and conductmce m weak to moderate1nversion at 77 K

Depending on the CMOS technology, PMOS transistors can experience surface conduction (P~ doped
polysilicon gate in a dual process) or volume conduction ~N~ doped gate) In this lamer case, some %eeze-

out effects arise at temperature lower than 200 K. As a consetjuence, the subthreshold swing is degraded
compared to NMOS for which the subthreshold swtng is 21mV/decade at 77 K. This phenomenon is

complex as it depends not only on the temperature but also on the bias and the geometry. It cannot be

formulated precisely in a compact model needed by
a circuit simulator However, as a first approximation,

this effect is taken into account in the low temperature version of the EKV model by introducing a new

parameter (NUO > I) such that the weak inversion slope may excess its theoretical value depending only

on the temperature ~NUO= I). This parameter allows minimising the error in weak inversion as

illustrated in Fig. 5, but does not ai§ect the strong inversion regime [4].
Another phenomenon which appears at temperatwes around 150K for NMOS transistors in this

technology is the corner %eeze-out effect in the LDD zones. This effect is also complex and is not taken

into account. As a result, an error exists when evaluating the drain conductance of short transistors at low

drain-to-source voltages (less than 250 mV) where this effect is the most severe (Fig. 6). However, this

phenomenon is no more of importance in saturation due to a field-assisted impurity ionisation effect as

described in Ref. [5].
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Figure 5 Bur~ed channel freeze-out effects 1n AMOS Figure 6 Freeze-out effect 1n LDD zones for a short

transistors at 77 K. NMOS transistor at 77 K
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This charge-based and still compact model is valid and continuous in all operating regions, %om weak

to strong inversion and %om triode to satwation. It was implemented in the ELDO~ circuit simulator %om

Mentor Graphics as a proprietary model using the User Defined Model (UDM/CMPI) interface. It was

also implemented m the Silvaco UTMOST~ software used for device parameters extraction and

optimisation.

3. LOW FREQUENCY NOISE PARAMETERS

Flicker noise parameters were extracted on this technology at 77 K, 200 K and 300 K using the following
model:

~~~
~ax

~~~
~~~

~~~

For analog application, special emphasis was placed on extracting the AF and KF noise parameters in

the weak and moderate inversion regimes. The evolution of the flicker noise parameter KF with

temperature is shown in Fig. 7 Contrary to NMOS transistors, the KF parameter of PMOS transistors

decreases with temperatwe.
The preceding flicker noise model was also tested at 300K and 77 K in a wide range of gate

transconductance covering weak, moderate and strong inversion regimes for both NMOS and PMOS

transistors (Fig. 8). We expenmentally found that a bener agreement with measurements would be

obtained by modil§qng relation (3) according to:

s
=

~ ~~
(~)

~~ ~ax ~fW ~W ~~~

where EF is a process-dependent exponent, not strictly equal to 2, and allowing to explain why the input
gate referred noise voltage Sid / Gm~ is generally not bias-independent as pointed out by different authors

(Ret [6] and references therein). The EF parameter values we measure for NMOS and PMOS transistors

%om different 0.5 altd 0.35 pm technologies at low temperature or at room temperature lie between 1.8

and 2.3.
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Ftgure 7 Evolution of tile flicker noise parameter KF Figure 8. Test of tile flicker noise model at 77 K

vntl1temperature (0 35 pm bT~ gate process, (Vds(=3 V, f= I Hz)

4.MATCHINGPARAMETERS

The EKV 2.6 model [I as well as in its evolved version presented here, has a built-in ability to account

for geometry- and bias-dependent device-to-device matching in statistical circuit analysis using a single
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model parameter set per device type. Note that such a feature is not commonly available with other
MOSFET models.

The matching parameters were extracted on this 0.35 pm CMOS process using dedicated test

strtlctures containing a number of modules for NMOS and PMOS transistors with different sizes
(W x L=12.6x12.6, 12.6xl.75, 0.77x12.6, 1.75xl.75, 0.77x0.77 and 0A9x0.35 pm~) Each module has
21 transistors of the same size, placed in line and spaced by 14 pm. The measurements reported in this

paper were made by extracting the parameters in the linear mode. Measured matching parameters at
different temperature for the threshold voltage (VTO), current factor (KP) and substrate coefficient

(GAMMA) using equation (5) %om Ref. 7 are given in Fig. 9, 10 and II. No variation of the mismatch
with the spacing (D) between pairs was experimentally found on this stabilized process. To the knowledge
of the authors, such matching data at low temperature and their evolution with temperature are very scarce

in the literature.
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Figure I Evolution of tile AGAMMA misma~h parartleter wth temperature

As a general rule, transistor matching is poorer at low temperatwe. The notable exception is the

threshold voltage mismatch parameter for the buried AMOS transistors of this process, which decreases

with temperatwe and is very low at 77 K. We have already observed the same behaviour on AMOS

transistors from a 0.7 ~m N~ gate process [3] where the LF noise was also found to decrease with

temperatwe. There is probably a correlation between the improvement in both LF noise and threshold

voltage mismatch for these buried channel AMOS transistors possibly due to the decreased incidence of

interface states.

The standard deviation of the drain current for the different modules was also measured in saturation

()Vds)=3.3 V) for several gate-to-source voltages, from weak to strong inversion. This deviation has been

found to be well reproduced m all inversion regimes and geometries by the simulation model using the

fi~ll matching simulation capability and extracted matching parameters (Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. Measured and simulated drain current mismatch
1n salutation ham wcalo lo stoongInvcrsion,

5. SUMMARY

A specific model based on the EKV 2.6 compact model was successfi~ily applied for parameter extraction

and simulation at low temperatwe of analog circuits on different submicron CMOS processes from

different foundries. Additional model features, in particular an evolved mobility model and improved
modeling of weak inversion slope degradation, allow this model to be successfi~lly applied in all inversion

regimes and over dilTerent geometries and temperatures. The model's performance has been demonstrated

in this paper for a 0.35 pm
N~ single gate technology. Experimental results on the evolution of the low

frequency noise and transistor matching parameters at low temperature down to 77 K for both NMOS and

AMOS transistors have also been presented. We experimentally found that contrary to the NMOS

transistors, the threshold voltage dilTerences of buried channel PMOS transistors are less scattered as the

temperature is lowered. The same trend with temperature is observed on the KF flicker noise parameter.
With the present extensions, the EKV MOSFET model, combined with specific parameter extraction,

proves to be an excellent tool to support analog CMOS IC design at low temperatures. The simulation

capabilities for matching and noise, including weak and moderate inversion, are particularly appreciated.
This model is now being tested on a 0.21 ~m-1.8 V process.
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